EASY-MOUNT

CARTRIDGE AND STYLUS SPECIFICATIONS

Model M81CS

**Light Blue**
- Stylus: 3.5 mm
- 20 to 20,000 Hz
- Within ± 2 dB
- 3 g
- 100 Hz - 15 kHz
- 315 Hz
- 6 g
- 15 cm
- 64 mcrons (Spherical)

**Dark Green**
- Stylus: 6.2 mm
- 20 to 20,000 Hz
- 315 Hz
- 6 g
- 15 cm
- 64 mcrons (Spherical)

**Technical 78 rpm Stylin**: Styletto amplifier to “MONO” or “A+B.”
- Output voltages given for stereo cut record. For MONO cut record, output voltage at both left channel and right channel cartridge terminals is not identical to those given for stereo cut record.
- Tracking forces greater than maximum indicated should not be used.

**NET WEIGHT**: 6.6 grams

**INDUCTANCE**: 645 mH

**DC RESISTANCE**: 740 ohms

**SPECIFICATIONS and CONSIDERATIONS**:
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- Tracking forces greater than maximum indicated should not be used.

**SERIAL NUMBER**: 64
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